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Abstract
A personal advertisement has two aims; to promote its author and to attract potential love interest. In addition to
providing textual information about physical appearance, occupation and interests, accompanying images in
personal ads create meanings that are instrumental in building imaginary relations between the advertiser and the
readers. This paper explores the notions of body language and interpersonal attitude and courtship initiation
behaviour in online personal ads. Using Kress & van Leeuwen’s Grammar of Visual Design (2006) and
Mehrabian’s dominant and affiliative dimensions (1981) this study examines how interpersonal relations are
represented through the embodiment of affiliative and non-affiliative attitudes in images. Analysis of 581 images
reveals several common visual personas through specific clusters of bodily stance and facial articulation that are
instrumental in creating and establishing represented affiliation between the participants in the images and the
viewers. As such this study is a contribution to scholars working in the area of visual analysis, identity and social
semiotics as it identifies non-verbal realizations of affiliative and non-affiliative attitudes and demonstrates their
interaction through a corpus-based analysis of personal ad images.
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1. Introduction
A personal advertisement constitutes a distinct generic form, which is related to the small ad family of genres.
While small ads traditionally offer a thing (e.g. a car) or a service (e.g. plumbing), the personal ad ‘offers but,
most essentially, seeks’ (Shalom, 1997) a romantic partner. Accordingly, a personal ad is used for the purpose of
‘selling’ oneself and of ‘seeking’ a desired other for short and long term relationships (Shalom, 1997; Marley,
2000; Gibbs et al., 2006). Each construed identity in a personal ad is an offer that is intended to be exchanged for
what is sought by others in the dating scene. The self becomes a commodified entity and advertisers compete for
the time and effort of other members to read and respond to their profiles. With these aims in mind, advertisers
are pushed into crafting an advert that will positively highlight their identity in ways that they believe will help
them achieve these objectives.
Virtual dating site creates courting potentiality that begins online and then moves on to offline face-to-face
interactions, forming what is termed as a mixed-mode relationship (Walther & Parks, 2002). An interesting myth
about online daters is that they are social isolates in the real world (Fiore, 2004). There may have been some
truth to this perception when online dating was in its infancy (Klement, 1997). However a survey among
Canadian online daters at the end of 2000 revealed little evidence to support this generalization. The results of
the survey revealed that online daters are sociable individuals who tend to be members of social networks, are
family-oriented and frequently engage in social and leisure activities with others (Brym & Lenton, 2001). Partly
due to the above stigma, self-advertisement in Malaysia was initially perceived as an unconventional way of
meeting people and was therefore a less popular method than the traditional approach of formal face-to-face
meetings. However, the recent creation of reality matchmaking shows on Malaysian television channels and an
increasing number of local online dating and marital sites have demonstrated a change in attitude towards this
alternative mode of meeting people. A survey recently revealed that 46% of Malaysian Internet users visit social
networking sites, which include some matchmaking sites (The Star, 2007). Additionally, a search for “Malaysian
online dating sites” on Google revealed 23,800 results. Based on the growing number of users and dating
programs and sites in the media and on the Internet, the phenomena of online dating has established its position
as a new social practice in the act of courtship initiation.
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The increaasing populariity of personaal ads among relationship-sseeking adultss has triggered studies in fields
f
ranging froom social scieences to humannities to compputer sciences. Findings havee developed innsights into va
arious
issues perttaining to sociial and culturaal practices, rannging from lannguage to gendder to power rrelations in soc
ciety.
Social scieence researcheers have for example been ussing personal aads to study whhat people are willing to disclose
about them
mselves and whhat they are seeeking in otherrs for over thirrty years. Som
me of the earliest findings of these
studies (e.g. Cameron ett al., 1977) havve showed thaat people tend to make requeests that are coongruent with their
sex-role sttereotypes. Forr instance, wom
men are more likely to expreess interest in ffinancial securrity, sensitivity
y, and
sense of huumour of a proospective partnner, while menn are more likely to seek an aattractive partnner with whom
m they
can have a sexual relatiionship. In cases where perrsonal ads are used to meassure the suppoosed desirability of
certain atttributes, findinngs have geneerally revealedd that physicall characteristiccs are generallly more impo
ortant
than persoonality characteristics for m
men than wom
men (e.g. Hoggben & Couplland, 2000; M
Miller et al., 2000;
2
Bartholom
me et al., 2007)).
While the written text prresents the maiin means for representing thhe advertiser’s identity, severral researchers have
discussed the benefits off attaching phootos in online pprofiles (Walthher, 2001; Fiorre, 2002). Finddings demonsttrated
that profilees with photoss attracted a higgher number oof responses thhan those withoout. One signifficant factor he
ere is
the fact thhat physical atttractiveness aappears to be oone of the moost important ccharacteristicss men seek in their
prospectivve partner (B
Bolig et al., 1984; Shalom
m, 1998). Acccordingly, im
mages functionn to validate
e the
attractivenness of the advertisers (Jonees, 2009, p. 1117). Apart froom functioninng as one of tthe tools by which
w
advertiserss engender intterest, images also reveal physiological ((e.g. body typee and facial fe
features) and social
s
informatioon (e.g. occupaation and interrests) about thee advertiser annd thus are, to a certain exteent, a manifesttation
of the writtten descriptionn.
Accordinggly, images in personal ads aare multi-functional in naturre (Jones, 2009). ‘They are aesthetic resou
urces
that reveaal individuals’’ characters, hhistories and particular phyysical traits. Their most im
mportant func
ction,
however, iis to attract thee attention of tthe viewers’ (JJones, 2009, pp. 120). This paper specifically focuses on how
images in personal ads function
f
as a toool for for affi
filiating with others; more sppecifically, the ways in which the
advertiserss enact imaginnary relationshhips with the vviewers througgh their body language. Insppired by Kresss and
van Leeuw
wen’s grammaar of visual deesign (1996, 22006), this papper identifies and describess body languag
ge in
terms of itts realization through
t
featurres of posture, facial expresssion, social distance and anggle and the way in
which eacch feature reaalizes interperssonal meaningg. The aim hhere is to systtematically deescribe and co
odify
interpersonnal visual resoources in persoonal ad imagess. These featurres form the bbasis for the syystematic codin
ng of
body languuage in the addvertisers’ imaages using the UAM corpus tool program (O’Donnel, 2008). Addition
nally,
the ways in which these visual resourcces are captureed in the imagees also draw oon the dimensioons of framing
g (i.e.
the type oof shot) and peerspective (i.e. side or frontt angle). The ffollowing exam
mple in Figurre 1.0 highligh
ht the
visual inteerpersonal resoources deployed by the adverrtiser.
facial exppression: eye ccontact &
a smile

close shoot: head and shoulders

side anglee

Figure 1. Interpersonal visuual resources iin personal ad images
guage
Ultimatelyy, different typpes of visual personae willl be generalizeed based on tthe clustering of body lang
features, fframing and perspective. Thhe framework for visual anaalysis integrattes features froom social sem
miotic
work on vvisual grammaar (Kress & vaan Leeuwen, 11996, 2006) annd facial affecct (Painter & M
Martin, 2010; Tian,
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2010), and also body posture, drawing on work in social behavioural science by Mehrabian (1971, 1981) and
Argyle (1988).
Based on the framework of social semiotics, social behavioural science and corpus linguistics techniques, this
paper specifically addresses the following questions.
1. What are the dominant patterns of non-verbal features displayed by the men and women in their personal ad
images?
2. What are the types of interpersonal attitude represented through the advertisers’ body language and the
resources they use to affiliate with viewers on Match.com?
3. To what extent are the realizations of face-to-face courtship initiation behavior represented in the advertisers’
images?
The following sections will describe the concept and features of body language in the fields of social semiotics
and social behavioural science.
1.1 Body Language in Behavioural Science
Research on non-verbal communication in social behavioral science goes at least as far back as Darwin’s ‘The
Expression of the Emotion in Man and Animals’ in 1872 which focused on his observation of facial expressions
and body language from an evolutionary perspective (Ekman, 1992). At its most basic, the phrase "nonverbal
communication" (henceforth NVC) is identified with message sources that are not a part of written and spoken
language (Knapp et al., 1978). Generally, NVC is used to refer to “all of the ways in which communication is
effected between persons when in each other’s presence, by means other than words. It refers to the
communicational functioning of bodily activity, gesture, facial expression and orientation, posture and spacing,
touch and smell, and of those aspects of utterance that can be considered apart from the referential content of
what is said” (Kendon, 1981, p. 3).
The first part of my image analysis focuses on the resources that are used by the advertisers to enact
interpersonal relationship with the viewers. The aim here is to systematically describe and codify visual
interpersonal resources in personal ad images. These resources are somatic in nature as they involve features of
body language such as facial expression and posture. Argyle (1988) provided a list of features that are
categorised as non-verbal communication based on the findings of previous scholars. These are facial expression,
gaze, gestures, posture, bodily contact and other aspects of appearance and non-verbal vocalizations. Each of
these can be subdivided into a number of variables or discrete choices. For example, Argyle (1988) distinguished
between three main human postures: 1) sitting, squatting and kneeling; 2) standing and 3) lying. He explains that
each of these has variations corresponding to different positions of the arms and legs and different angles of the
body. He proposed a number of terms that are commonly adopted in describing postures which are used to
encode the advertisers’ bodily stances in this study:
1. lean – forward; backward; sideways
2. arms – open; closed; on hips
3. head – lowered; raised; tilted sideways
4. legs – stretched; open; crossed
Additionally, the ways in which these non-verbal resources are captured in the images also draw on the
dimensions of framing (i.e. the type of shot) and perspective (i.e. side or front angle)
1.2 Body Language and Systemic Functional Grammar
Systemic functional scholars have generally drawn on the grammatics of systemic functional linguistics to
analyze and systematize non-verbal language into modes of meaning and expression, motivated by the
metafunctions. System networks have been adapted as one way of representing meaning making choices in
bodily and facial expressions, in real-time interaction or static representation in images (e.g. Kress & van
Leeuwen, 1996; 2006; Martinec, 2001, 2004; Hood, 2011; Painter & Martin, 2009). Through a system network,
body language is modeled as sets of alternatives or ‘systems’ of meaning choices with specific realizations (see
section 2.3.4), akin to the one provided for language by Halliday (1966) and Halliday & Matthiessen (2004); and
choices are generally organised according to their ideational (e.g. Martinec, 2001, 2004), interpersonal (e.g.
Hood, 2011; Painter & Martin, 2009; Zappavigna et al., 2008) and textual (e.g. Hood, 2011) metafunctions.
While most of these studies are based on the recorded motion of the face and body in real-time interaction, this
study focuses on the encoding of still body language in images. Accordingly, the interpersonal function provides
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the basis for interpreting attitudinal meanings in body language.
Guided by the principles of SFL, Kress and van Leeuwen’s (2006) grammar of visual design presents an
extensive description of visual resources based on examples from contemporary visual design in ‘Western’
cultures. Their tools provide a significant starting point from which images in other contexts can be explored. As
my visual analysis deals with attitudinal meanings, the following paragraphs describe the interpersonal resources
for codifying eye contact, framing and perspective in images.
The system of contact deals with whether the depicted participant is represented as having eye contact with the
readers/viewers or otherwise. Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) explain that
A depicted person may be shown as addressing viewers directly, by looking at the camera. This conveys a
sense of interaction between the depicted person and the viewer. But a depicted person may also be shown
as turned away from the viewer, and this conveys the absence of a sense of interaction. It slows the viewer
to scrutinize the represented characters as though they were specimens in a display case. (2006:43)
The proximity of the represented participants to the viewer is represented by the system of social distance,
realized by the choice between close-up, medium-shot and long-shot of the participant. Van Leeuwen explains
that ‘in pictures, as in real life, distance communicates interpersonal relationships. We “keep our distance” from
strangers (if given the chance); we are “close to” our nearest and dearest; we “work closely” with someone; and
so on. Distance indicates the closeness, literally and figuratively, of our relationships...In pictures, distance
becomes symbolic. People shown in a ‘long shot’ from far away, are shown as if they are strangers; people
shown in a ‘close-up’ are shown as if they are one of us’ (2006: 138). So, distance in images is represented by the
type of shot or the size of the frame in relation to the human body (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2006, p. 124). The
most common types of shot in my data are the close shot, medium close shot, medium shot and medium long
shot. The description of each shot and its corresponding distance type is presented and illustrated by images
taken from the corpus.
Perspective is concerned with the various depicted camera angles for representing power and involvement (van
Leeuwen, 2006, p. 139) in images. According to Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) there are two types of angles,
the vertical and the horizontal. The vertical or the camera height is an important means for creating symbolic
power differences between participants in the image or between them and the viewer.
“If a represented participant is seen from a high angle, then the relation between the interactive participants
(the producer of the image, and hence also the viewer) and the represented participants is depicted as one in
which the interactive participant has power over the represented participant – the represented participant is
seen from the point of view of power. If the represented participant is seen from a low angle, then the
relation between the interactive and represented participants is depicted as one in which the represented
participants has power over the interactive participant. If finally, the picture is at eye level, the point of view
is one of equality and there is no power difference involved.” (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2006: 140).
The variables from social semiotics and social behavioral science form the basis for the systematic coding of
body language in the advertisers’ images. Results are discussed in terms of common and frequent patterns of
features between the men and women with regard to courtship intiation behavior. Analysis will also focus on
how these features cluster in the images to form various visual personae. The next section discusses body
language and interpersonal attitude in interaction.
1.3 Body Language and Interpersonal Attitude
Generally, body language perform five types of function. These functions are to express emotions, to
communicate interpersonal attitudes, to support and accompany speech, to represent identity through appearance
and voice and finally to enact rituals such as greetings and praying (Argyle, 1988). With regard to interpersonal
attitude, the most frequently used model is based on the work of Mehrabian (1971, 1981). He wrote that
“We form distinct first impressions of many people whom we meet; we feel that they are extroverted,
introverted, domineering, pleasant, obnoxious, self-assured, active, argumentative, hostile, or even bland.
There is something about each person, a pervasive style that applies to almost everything he or she does
that enables us to form an impression before any exchange of words…the gestures or movements of these
different people suggest the character or style of their personalities without the aid of words. (1981, p. 90).
Mehrabian identified two fundamental dimensions, affiliation and dominance, that can be used to explain the
meanings of non-verbal behaviour in face-to-face interaction. Affiliative attitude is associated with close
proximity (e.g. leaning forward), open posture (e.g. open arms and legs) and positive facial expression (e.g. eye
contact and a smile). Non-affiliative attitude is shown by averting eye contact and by more distant postures that
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represent ssome sort of barrier
b
to interraction, such aas crossed arm
ms and legs. Affiliative featuures, when they are
used togetther, give an im
mpression of ffriendliness, w
while non-affilliative featuress generally impplies an unfrie
endly
attitude. T
The dominancee dimension refers to the extent to which a behavior is ddominant versuus submissive. This
dimensionn refers to the symbolic reppresentation off power betweeen people. W
When one talkss about powerr, the
metaphorss up and downn are often useed. For exampple, when som
meone has a hiigh status, he or she is up in
n the
hierarchy, while those with
w lesser pow
wer are normally lower down..
Mehrabiann (1971, 1981)) codified bodyy language into two additionnal types of poower representation in non-verbal
interactionn – dominant and
a submissivee attitudes. He suggested thaat power could be paralinguisstically represe
ented
through thhe expansion of personal spacce, realized byy size (e.g. opeen arms as oppposed to crosseed arms) and height
(e.g. standding as opposeed to bowing). Mehrabian’ss work is adoppted in this stuudy as a way of codifying body
language.
o this study, thhe analysis alsoo involves idenntifying non-vverbal features that are frequently
As genderr is the focus of
deployed bby the men and women in thheir images, w
what the patternns mean interppersonally and what they visually
reveal aboout gendered behaviour.
b
Secction 2.3 explaains the relationship betweeen gender andd body languag
ge in
images.
1.4 Body L
Language and Gender Relatiions
Erving Gooffman (1979) believed that gender and geender relationss are socially ddefined and coonstructed and
d that
these are pprojected in im
mages that wee see daily. Hee distinguishedd five dimensiions by meanss of which une
equal
power relaations betweenn genders coulld be identifiedd: relative sizee (i.e. women shown smalleer or lower, rellative
to men), fe
feminine touchh (i.e. women cconstantly touuching themsellves), functionn ranking (i.e. llesser occupattional
role), rituaalization of subbordination (i.e. the tendency to be recum
mbent), and liceensed withdraw
wal(i.e. detachment
from a sceene via avertedd gaze). These dimensions arre realized throough various nnon-verbal feattures such as hands
h
and legs orientation, facial
f
expressiion and head orientation. The most rellevant for myy analysis are
e his
realizationns of the ‘fem
minine touch’’(i.e. fingers/hhands touchinng object or self) and his canting posttures,
specifically the ‘knee beend’, ‘body caant’ and ‘head cant’ (see Figuure 2). These non-verbal beehaviours are found
f
in my corppus, and Goffm
man’s terms proovide a way foor classifying bbody languagee in this study.
The feminine
f
toouch

21
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Boddy cant

Heaad cant

Figurre 2. Exampless of the feminiine touch, the bbody cant and the head cant
The next ssection looks at
a the non-verbal representatiions of courtshhip initiation beehaviour by w
women and men
n.
1.5 Non-veerbal Represenntations of Couurtship Initiatiion Behaviour
Courtship initiation behhaviour is realized through a configuratioon of non-verbbal signals, identified by several
studies as repertoires off facial expresssions and gesstures. The foollowing findinngs by Gramm
mer (1989) capture
some of thhis non-verbal repertoire,
“Fem
males seem to attract attentioon by displayiing subtle, nonnverbal solicittation, which iis characterize
ed by
eye-ccontact immediately follow
wed by lookin
ng away, speccial postures and ways of walking, pou
uting,
eyebrow flashing, primping, sm
miling, head toossing, neck p
presentation, n
nodding, hairr flip, gaze fixa
ation,
room
m-encompassin
ng glance, lip
p licking and ''dancing' in tthe chair.” (G
Grammer in dee Weerth & Ka
alma,
1996, p. 178, my boold)
f
Another qquote by Whiitty (2003) strressed the siggnificance of features such as head orieentation and facial
expressionn in the act of flirting,
f
The bbasic code of kinetic
k
gesturees would incluude, in particullar among wom
men, phenomeena such as tossing
one’ss hair so that onne’s face is tillted upwards and one’s neck
k is exposed. W
Women also often lick their lips,
or poout to indicate attraction ... F
Flirtatious behaaviour often coonsists of dem
mure glances d
downward, a short
s
dartiing glance (gllancing at a person one is aattracted to for a few seconnds, glancing aaway, then loo
oking
back again), and eyebrow flasshes (the raissing of both eyebrows forr a couple off seconds, usually
accom
mpanied by a smile
s
and eye contact) (Whhitty, 2003: 3422, my bold)
Based on these typical behaviours, G
Givens (1978)) suggests thaat offline courrtship behavioour often relie
es on
nonverbal signs of subm
missiveness (e.g. being shy aand non-threattening) and afffiliation (e.g. bbeing approach
hable
and friendly). He explainns that
“Flirttatious behavior appears to be determinedd by attentionaal, submissive-affiliative, annd childcare-re
elated
nonvverbal signs, which
w
have evoolved in order to lower aggrression and elicit affectionaate responses in
n the
indivviduals.” (Giveens in Weerth & Kalma, 19966: 178)
Accordinggly, deploymennt of a submisssive, affiliativee pose cluster would be the ideal non-verbbal performan
nce in
enacting aan engaging, non-threatening
n
g persona that could ‘elicit aaffectionate responses’ from
m potential parttners.
22
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However, two features in
i particular aare frequently observed and are essential iin the act of ccourtship initia
ation:
eye contacct and a smilee. Deployed toogether, this clluster of two features represents affabilityy and engagem
ment.
While thesse are realizations of courtshhip initiation beehaviour in facce-to-face encoounters, the quuestion is ‘are these
non-verbal performancees replicated inn the advertiseers’ poses?’. T
The following section describbes the method for
this study.
2. Method
d
Meanings related to expressions of atttitudes can be distinctly exprressed throughh facial expresssion and postu
ure as
demonstraated by the fouur advertisers in Figure 3.00. Positive andd negative attiitudes can be conveyed thrrough
facial featuures, head orieentation, arm oorientation andd body positionn.

Figure 3. F
Four expressioons of attitude by four adverttisers
While thee body language of the majjority of adveertisers is founnd to express a friendly atttitude, some body
language aappears to connvey a sense oof aloofness. Innterestingly, a few stances ddo appear delibberately flirtattious.
Body langguage can trigger positive oor negative first impressionss of people we see or meett; it ‘suggest(ss) the
character oor style of theiir personalitiess without the aaid of words…’ (Mehrabian, 1981: 90). Acccordingly, how
w the
advertiserss represent theemselves in theeir personal phhotographs is im
mportant in triiggering the rigght first impression
and eventuually a writtenn response. Givven this, it is hhypothesized thhat both womeen and men wiill visually perrform
affiliative acts through a distinctive combination of body orieentation and facial expresssion. These bodily
performannces are what I have termedd as a POSE. A
Accordingly, a pose in this study is definned as a cluster of
non-verball features thatt are deployedd in photograaph for attituddinal effect. T
The clustering of body lang
guage
features is based on theiir grouping as one interconneected unit of thhe human boddy. For examplle, when describing
the system
m of POSTURE, the positioninng of the bodyy (see 1.1 and 2.3), head orientation and ffacial features form
one cohesiive unit, and are
a thus clusterred into one syystem. Each oof these non-veerbal features will form the basis
for the syystematic annootation of bodyy language inn the corpus oof images. Thee frequency ooccurrence of these
features w
will be presenteed in the findinngs section.
2.1 The Coorpus
The corpuus for this studdy consists off 200 personall advertisemennts placed by Malaysian meen from the ag
ge of
23
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22-36 and women from the age of 20--32 (Note 1) seelected from a dating websitte called my.m
match.com. This site
was selectted as a sourcee for personal ads for two reeasons. First, it provides freee (but limited)) access to its users
and seconddly, the site cllaims to have 8 million mem
mbers worldwiide and to be vvisited by over 300,000 people a
month. Inddividual profilles are availablle online, and are free to puublic view. Thee terms and coonditions of the
e site
state that ppersonal inform
mation posted on the site is cconsidered nonn-confidential and non-propprietary. Howev
ver it
cannot be used in connnection with anny commerciaal activities. T
These adverts cconstitute the specialized co
orpus
(Hunston, 2002; Baker, 2006)
2
that hass been compileed to study a particular varietty of languagee (Baker, 2006) and
therefore aaims to be reppresentative off this particulaar type of textt (Hunston, 20002). This corp
rpus comprisess 580
images auuthored and poosted by the 2200 Malaysiann advertisers. T
The total num
mber of imagess is 580, 276 from
female proofiles and 304 from male proofiles.
2.2 Faciall Variables
To frame tthe current invvestigation of bbody language further, I am aadapting the variables propoosed by Tian (2
2010)
for identiffying specific facial variabbles in imagess. These variaables capture the basic faciial features of the
advertiserss and form thee key elements needed for annalysing facial expression. T
The semantic cooncepts of ‘up’ and
‘down’ aree understood as
a realizing annd characteriziing the emotioons of happineess or sadness in her study. Each
expressivee element defi
fines a meaninng, for exampple up-curved lips, raised eeyebrows and raised cheeks are
associatedd with positive affect, while ddown-curved llips, eyebrow and cheeks aree associated w
with negative affect.
The variabbles that I am
m adopting from
m Tian’s netw
work of facial articulation aare MOUTH OR
RIENTATION, MO
OUTH
APERTURE (see Figure 4)) and HEAD ORIIENTATION (see
e Figure 5).

Figgure 4. Mouth Orientation annd Aperture

Figure 5. Head Orientaation
The frameework for anallysis also inteegrates featurees from work on visual gram
mmar by Kresss & van Leeu
uwen
(1996, 20006) specificallyy interpersonaal resources foor codifying eyye contact, fraaming and persspective in images.
These variiables are insttrumental in reepresenting soocial relations between the pparticipant in the image and
d the
viewer (seee section 2.1)). The act of looking at the camera formss a vector or a line connectiing the eyes of
o the
participantt and the view
wer and establishes an imaginnary contact bbetween the acctor and the viewer, while th
he act
of lookingg away, of not having eye coontact, represeents an imaginnary absence oof involvemennt. Additionally
y, ‘in
pictures, aas in real life, distance comm
municates inteerpersonal relaationships’ (Krress & van Leeuwen, 2006).. The
proximity of the represennted participannts to the view
wer is representted by the systtem of SOCIAL DISTANCE, rea
alized
by the chooice between close-up,
c
mediium-shot and llong-shot of thhe participant. Finally, persppective refers to the
various deepicted angles that express ttwo aspects off the representted social relaation between the viewer and the
24
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represented participant: power
p
and invvolvement (vann Leeuwen, 20008: 139) (see ssection 2.1).
The featurres of pose i.e. posture, faciaal variables andd perspective w
will form the bbasis for the syystematic codin
ng of
body langguage in the addvertisers’ imaages using thee UAM imagee tool program
m (O'Donnell 2008). In term
ms of
assigning interpersonal meanings to the body langguage cluster, Mehrabian (11971; 1981) pproposes two main
dimensionns that have connsistently beenn used to interppret and assignn attitudinal m
meanings to cluusters of non-verbal
behaviour in interactionn. These dimennsions are affi
filiative vs. non-affiliative annd dominant vvs. submissive
e and
will form the basis for interpreting cclusters of boddy language feeatures into diifferent repressentations of visual
v
identities. Additionally, these clusters will be quantiified to form tthe basis for ccomparison bettween the men
n and
women in courtship initiiation behaviouur.
3. Results and Discussion
This sectioon discusses the
t realizationns of courtshipp initiation behhaviour in thee men and woomen’s personal ad
images. Fiindings revealss that many off the non-verbaal realizations of face-to-facee courtship behaviour can in
ndeed
be observeed in the adverrtisers’ poses.
I shall firsst focus on thee women’s imaages. The folloowing three feemale images in Figure 6. ddisplay some of
o the
non-verball courtship inittiation behavioour
visual

representations

of

aattitude

pose system
ms

pose featurees

ssubmissive/

BODY ORIEN
NTATION

[lying on thee back]

aaffiliative

ARM ORIENT
TATION

[open], [toucching hip]

LEG ORIENT
TATION

[closed]

HEAD ORIEN
NTATION

[turned] and [tilted]

GAZE

[direct]

MOUTH

[up-curved],[parted

haviour
courtship initiation beh
1)

projected tonngue
PERSPECTIV
VES

2)

-VERTICAL

[high] angle

-HORIZONTA
AL

[frontal] angle

SOCIAL DIST
TANCE

[medium cloose shot]

ddominant/

BODY ORIEN
NTATION

[lying on thee side]

aaffiliative

ARM ORIENT
TATION

[open], [toucching hair]

HEAD ORIEN
NTATION

[turned]

GAZE

[direct]

MOUTH

[up-curved],[parted lips]

PERSPECTIV
VES

3)

-VERTICAL

[level] angle

-HORIZONTA
AL

[frontal] angle

SOCIAL DIST
TANCE

[medium cloose shot]

ddominant/

BODY ORIEN
NTATION

[standing]

aaffiliative

ARMS ORIEN
NTATION

[open]

HEAD ORIEN
NTATION

[turned], [doown-tilted]
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GAZE

[direct]

MOUTH

[puckered],[llips closed]

PERSPECTIV
VES

-VERTICAL

[level] angle

-HORIZONTA
AL

[oblique] anggle

SOCIAL DIST
TANCE

[medium cloose shot]

Figure 6. Visuual representatiions of courtshhip initiation bbehaviour
s
Focusing ffirst on similaarities, all of tthe participantts maintain eyye contact, dispplay the up-cuurved mouth shape
signifying a smile, assuume an open bbody orientatioon suggesting approachabiliity and in term
ms of framing
g, are
captured fr
from the waist up, a medium
m close shot. Differences, how
wever, can alsoo be observed. The participa
ant in
image (1) is photographeed from a highh angle, repressenting her as ssubmissive, w
while the other two are taken from
a level anggle. Three conttrasting mouthh orientations aare displayed. Although theyy all represent positive affect, the
orientationn in (2) is afffiliative (i.e. ffriendly), whille the tongue in (1) and thhe pout in (3) are both sexually
suggestivee. To substantiiate this claim
m, Figure 7 com
mpare mouth oorientations inn images (1) aand (2) with mouth
m
orientationns in two kissinng acts.
m
mouth orientations in imagess (1) and (3)

mouth orienttations in two kissing acts

(from http://w
www.kezia-nooble.com)

(from http://w
www.luvcube..com)
Fiigure 7. Suggeestive mouth orrientations
Frequencyy analysis of pose
p
features rreveals that thhe most dominnant cluster reealizing affiliattive behaviourr is a
combinatioon of direct gaaze and an up--curved mouthh shape such aas in Figure 8)), similar to thhe one displaye
ed by
26
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the particippant in image (2). 83% of m
mouth orientatioon is realized iin the form off an up-curved shape with 72
2% of
these are assumed withh parted lips (aas demonstratted in images 4-6 below), ssuggesting possitive emotion
n and
friendlinesss.
6)

5)

4)

Figure 8. Visual
V
represenntations of affiiliative behavioour among thee female adverttisers
Averted gaaze forms onlyy 9% of the tottal gaze type, bbut three-quartters of these reepresentations are coupled with
w a
smile, illusstrated by the participants
p
inn images (7-9) below. The m
most common tyype of smile innstantiated witth the
averted gaaze occurs withh the lips closeed rather than parted. This ccluster of featuures, both in thhe type of gaze
e and
smile deplloyed, suggestts some restraaint in their beehaviour; a kiind of submisssiveness and sshyness, espec
cially
when couppled with a doown-tilted headd orientation. The cluster apppears to show
w some likenesss to the behav
viour
observed bby Whitty (20003) when she ddescribed that:
“Flirtatious behavviour often connsists of demu
ure glances downward, a sshort darting gglance (glancing at
a pperson one is attracted to for a few secconds, glancing away, theen looking baack again)...usually
acccompanied by a smile and eyye contact...” ((emphasis added)
This clusteer of a ‘dartingg glance’ (show
wn as a sidewaays glance) in image (7), dow
wnward glancce in image (8), and
eye contacct and a smile in
i image (9) caan be observedd in the imagess below (see Figure 9).
7)

88)

9)

Figure 9. Visual
V
represenntations of flirttatious behavioour among thee female adverttisers
Similar to the women’s images,
i
the m
most common reealization of ccourtship initiaation behaviourr in male imag
ges is
27
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the clusterr of affiliative features suggeesting friendlinness (i.e. directt gaze and up--curved mouthh shape). Frequ
uency
analysis off features reveeals that 65% oof mouth orienntation is realiized in the form
m of the up-cuurved shape an
nd of
this 65%, 80% of up-cuurved mouth shhape is coupleed with a direcct gaze. Addittionally, 61% of these smile
es are
performedd with parted lips. The folllowing sequennce of imagess 10-12 in Figgure 10, illusttrate the cluster of
up-curved mouth shape, lips parted and direct gaze.
10)

11)

12)

Figure 10.. Visual repressentations of afffiliative behavviour among thhe male adverttisers
There are twice as manny neutral mouuth shapes whhere the lips aare in a positioon of rest andd not pulled in
n any
direction ddisplayed in thhe men’s imagges (22%) as iin the womenn’s (11%).The attitude projeccted by the ne
eutral
shape is a non-affiliativee one. Coupledd with a direct gaze and levell angle, the cluuster can be takken as constru
uing a
reserved ppersona. Engaggement is implied through eeye contact annd power relatiions between advertisers and the
viewers arre equal, but the
t absence of a smile and of visual possitive affect suuggests a lackk of interest on
n the
participantts’ part, as shown in the folloowing three im
mages in Figuree 11.
13)

14)

15))

Figure 11. Visual
V
represenntations of non-affiliative behhaviour amongg the male advertisers
mages (16) and
d (17)
If the abovve participantss are reserved in their non-veerbal representtations, the addvertisers in im
appear alooof while image (18) appears intimidatting in their attitudes due to the cluster of direct gaze,
g
down-curvved mouth shaape, low verticcal angle and open body orientation (Figuure 12). This cluster of feattures,
made morre prominent by
b the type off angle and m
mouth orientatiion, suggests a combinationn of dominantt and
non-affiliaative attitude that is normallly deployed inn threatening ssituations, perhhaps as a marrk of dominance or
defiance. In a face-to-fface courtship initiation rituual however, rrarely does onne indicate innterest through
h this
cluster of dominant andd non-affiliativve body language. While the reserved perrsonae in imagges (13-15) is also
enacted byy the women, the defiant aand dominant stance in imaages (16-18) iis not displayeed in the wom
men’s
images. T
This dominantt stance arguaably performs a complemeentary role to the submissiive demure sttance
displayed bby some of thee women (see images 7-9) inn Figure 9).
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17)

18)

Figuure 12. Visual representationns of dominantt, non-affiliativve behaviour aamong the male advertisers
men as it is am
mong
The averteed gaze, the upp-curved moutth and closed llips cluster is not as commoon among the m
the womenn (images 7-9)). Images (19)) and (20) in F
Figure 13 are ttwo representaations of this ccluster found in the
men’s dataa. The combinnation of the uup-curved mouuth shape and the close proxximity featurees suggests possitive
affect andd involvementt, but the aveerted gaze andd the oblique angle suggessts a sense off detachment. The
combinatioon of the wantting and the hholding back aappears to captture what is chharacterised byy Givens (1978) as
the ‘tentatiive and hesitannt approach’ inn the first phase of courtship initiation behaaviour.
19)

20)

mong the male advertisers
Figgure 13. Visuaal representatioons of affiliativve, submissivee behaviour am
b
in thhe men’s imagees also occur iin Figure 14. R
Realizations coomprise a clustter of
Realizationns of playful behaviour
affiliative features to reepresent a frieendly attitude through up-cuurved (image (21) & (22) oor puckered mouth
m
shape (imaage (23)), direct or averted ggaze and level or low angle. Humorous beehaviour in thee images appea
ars to
be realizedd by some kinnd of hand gestture involvingg a prop (i.e. pointing in imaage (21) and hholding an obje
ect in
(22) and (223)). Additionally a prop (i.ee. the antler) iss also used in image (21); thoough instead of holding it lik
ke the
other two participants, thhis advertiser wears it on hiss head. All thrree appear anim
mated, engaginng the viewerss in a
comical diisplay of behavvior construedd by means of aaffiliative exprression, closedd arm orientation (placed nea
ar the
body) and circumstancess of accompanniment.
21))

22)

233)

Figure 14.. Visual repressentations of afffiliative behavviour among thhe male adverttisers
29
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It is also iinteresting to compare
c
the classic flirtatiouus realization of the ‘pout’ aas it is perform
med by female
e and
male adveertisers in imagges (24), (25), and (26) in Fiigure 15. The puckered shappe is distinctivve and similar in all
three moutth orientationss. However, thhree pose featuures differentiaate these visuall performancess: head orienta
ation,
arm orienttation and horrizontal angle. It appears thaat the features of down-tilted head orientaation, the sideways
gaze, the rraised shoulder and the obliqque angle are contributing too the flirtatiouus meaning of the pout in im
mages
(24) and ((25). This soliicitation postuure is made upp of a combinnation of dom
minant and subbmissive cluster of
features. O
On the other hand,
h
the clustter of featuress accompanyinng the puckereed lips in imaage (26) appea
ars to
enact a diifferent meaning. His raisedd eyebrows, w
wrinkled forehhead and gestuure of showinng a piece of card,
represents his behaviourr as a funny raather than flirtaatious act. Whhat this shows is that the inteerpersonal mea
aning
of the poutt, as demonstraated in the imaages below, muust be read in conjunction w
with the cluster of features tha
at are
deployed w
with it.
24)

225)

26)

Figure 15. Vissual representaations of the ‘ppout’ by the addvertisers
Gaze plays a very important role in reepresenting intterpersonal enngagement withh the viewers. On the whole
e, the
results revvealed a similar percentagee in the frequuency of eye contact amonng the male (86%) and fe
emale
advertiserss (89%). The cluster
c
of direcct gaze and up--curved mouthh was also instaantiated as freqquently by the men
(81%) as w
well as womenn (80%). The high frequenccy of this affilliative cluster may be due too the luring ro
ole of
personal advertisements.
Goffman (1979) finds that hhead canting is a typical femaale behaviour iin his data (reccall that submissive
Although G
behaviour is associated with
w the act off lowering one’s body featurees), my data annalysis revealeed otherwise. There
T
is only a sslight differencce in percentagge in head cannting between m
men (32%) annd women (35%
%). Men engage in
head cantiing almost as frequently ass women. How
wever, womenn assume the down-tilted hhead position more
frequentlyy than men, whhile men display the up-tilteed orientation m
more often. W
Within the fieldds of sociology
y and
media, heaad tilting/canting has been described as a gesture of ssubmission andd a way to ingratiate oneself by
reducing oone's overall heeight (Goffmaan, 1979). Desppite this recurrrent theme of submission in interpretation, two
studies of body posture in photographhs from psychhology reveal tthat a person is judged as m
more attractive
e and
pleasant inn images whenn their head iss tilted than w
when upright (Otta et al., 19994; Costa & B
Bitti, 2000). Given
G
what we kknow of courttship initiationn behaviour, aand if head tillting is considdered as a subbmissive but yet
y a
‘pleasant’ orientation, thhen this seems to explain whhy this feature is enacted freqquently by thee women as we
ell as
by the menn (see Figure 16).
1
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cluster off direct gaze, uup-curved mouuth and head tiilting
in the w
women’s imagges
29)

Figuree 16. A clusterr of direct gazee, up-curved m
mouth and headd tilting by the male and fem
male advertiserss
wing Table 1 displays the ssummary of afffiliative and uunaffiliative ppose features bbetween Malay
ysian
The follow
male and ffemale advertissers.
Table 1. A
Affiliative and unaffiliative
u
poose by Malaysian male and ffemale advertissers
1

2

M
Men

Wome
en

Direcct gaze + upturrned mouth

811%

80%

Direcct gaze + upturrned mouth + H
Head canting

322%

35%

-

9%

222%

11%

The aaffiliative posse (friendly)

The aaffiliative posse (flirtatious))
Averrted gaze + uptturned mouth + down-tilted hhead orientatioon

3

The u
unaffiliative pose
p
(reserved
d)
Direcct gaze + neutrral mouth shappe + level anglee

The follow
wing two imagges in Figure 117 are taken frrom a paper enntitled ‘Flirtingg Fascination’ by Rogers (1999),
and capturre the behaviouurs in the firstt stage of courrtship initiationn for gaining aattention and sshowing intere
est. A
cluster of affiliative-submissive featurres is marked in yellow. Theese features arre highlighted to demonstratte the
similaritiess between nonn-verbal featurres activated iin a face-to-faace environmeent and featurees identified in
n the
online imaages.
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F
Face-to-face
courtship initiattion ;

reealizations

The ‘attraction’ phaase (Givens 19978) - signalinng interest and attraction

[ddirect gaze]
[up-curveed mouth], [parted
lips]
[side-tiltedd] head orienta
ation
[closed]] arm orientation

[ddirect gaze]
[up-curveed mouth], [parted
lips]
[dow
wn-tilted] head
oorientation
[closed] arm orientatio
on –
[touuching lips]

Fiigure 17. Face--to-face courtsship initiation bbehaviours forr gaining attenttion and showiing interest
My resultss revealed boddy language feaatures among men and wom
men that appeaar to replicate ttypical face-to-face
courtship initiation movves. Characterristic patterns of pose featuures realizing the ‘attractionn’ phase and their
associatedd dimensions inn both sets of m
men and womeen’s images aree listed in Tablle 1.0 below.
Table 2. D
Dominant patterrns of pose feaatures realizingg the ‘attraction’ phase in thee images
dominant ppatterns of reaalizations in thee images

dimenssion

direct gazee

affiliattive and dominnant

up-curved mouth shape

affiliattive

tilted or tuurned head orieentation (eitherr sideways andd down)

submisssive

level or higgh camera anggle
equal oor submissive

frontal boddy angle

affiliattive
h and
Of these reealizations, thee most typical cluster of posse features invoolves the direcct gaze, the upp-curved mouth
the parted lips, as demoonstrated in thee following tw
wo images (Figgure 18), repreesenting an aff
ffiliative or frie
endly
attitude.
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ccommon clusteer of pose featuures : the [direect gaze], [up-ccurved mouth shape] and [lipps parted]
31)

32)

Figgure 18. Typical cluster of poose features
Additionallly, as described in earlier pparagraphs and exemplifiedd by accompannying images, the flirtatiouss, the
reserved, tthe desiring buut hesitant and the playful typpes, construedd by means of ddifferent pose clustering, are
e also
found in thhe images.
Recall thatt the main aim
m of a personall ad is that of ‘selling’ the ppersona for thee purpose of atttracting a pote
ential
other. Acccordingly, resullts of UAM annnotation reveaal that featuress of friendlinesss - direct gazee, up-curved mouth
m
shape andd close shot - are
a the most ffrequently insttantiated featuures in the menn and women’s images. Overall,
these elem
ments are repreesented in 68%
% of the women’s images andd 65% of the m
men’s. Imagess are represented in
ways that encourage invvolvement and enhance the addvertisers’ phyysical attractivveness. Smilingg has been found to
enhance atttractiveness (Mehu
(
et al., 22008), and results reveal thaat the men andd women display more smilles in
their images. Additionallly, there are allso more eye ccontact betweeen the represennted advertiserr and the viewe
ers in
the images. Alongside the
t aim of ‘seelling’ oneselff, what the advvertisers are aalso attempting is to negotiate a
relationshiip, which is akin
a
to the cooncept of ‘flirrting’ in a couurting processs. Results havve shown how
w the
‘attractionn’ stage of flirtiing in both onnline and face--to-face contexxts is carried oout in similar w
ways, using sim
milar
strategies involving thee body. Both women and m
men visually perform flirtaatious acts thrrough a distin
nctive
combinatioon of body orientation and faacial expressioon.
It was founnd that regarddless of genderr, realizations oof the dominannt, affiliative sstance, specificcally the up-cu
urved
mouth shaape and direct gaze, are frequuently instantiiated in the im
mages. Howeveer only 62% of men compared to
86% of woomen smiled in
i their images. Accordinglyy, these findinngs appear to ssupport earlierr studies (Gofffman,
1979; Halll & Friedman,, 1999; Gallannt et al., 2011) that found woomen in generral tend to smiile more often than
men in theeir photographs and in other contexts. Therre are more displays of closeed arm orientaation in both se
ets of
corpora. W
Women howeveer appear to innstantiate touchhing gestures ((66%) slightly more frequenttly than men (5
50%).
Interestinggly though, touuching the hipps is a commoon feature amoong the men aand women, w
whereas women
n are
found to hhold objects twice
t
more offten than the men. Goffmann (1979) founnd this non-veerbal touching
g and
holding beehaviour comm
monly instantiaated by the wom
men in his datta and has term
med this as ‘thee feminine touc
ch’.
Further to these results, men are founnd to use a low
w vertical anggle more frequuently than woomen, emphasizing
dominancee over the viiewers; as afoorementioned, low camera angle is usedd to increase the perceptio
on of
participantt’s height and make them m
more commanding in appeaarance. Contrastingly, twice as many wom
men’s
images aree taken from the
t high anglee than the menn’s, which impplies a stance tthat is submisssive in metaphoric
sense. Acccording to Kreess and van Leeuwen (1996, 2006), if a reppresented partiicipant is seen from a high angle,
a
then the reelation is depiccted as one in which the view
wer has powerr over the reprresented particcipant in the im
mage.
On the whhole, level anglle is the most ccommon verticcal angle deplooyed in the datta. If the represented advertiser is
at eye leveel, the point of
o view is one of equality annd there is no power differeence between the viewer and the
participantt in the image. Given the luuring nature off the genre, thee level angle tthen appears too be the most ideal
vertical anngle to be deplooyed in personnal ad images.
4. Conclussion
The goals of this paper were twofold.. The first wass to identify annd describe doominant patternns of pose fea
atures
that are m
mobilized by thhe men and woomen in their iimages. The ppurpose was too determine coommon represe
ented
attitude thrrough the advertisers’ body language and the resources they use to afffiliate with vieewers. The clu
usters
of resourcces and repressented attitudees are related to the behavviour in the ‘attraction’ phaase of a courrtship
33
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initiation ritual to determine if face-to-face behaviours are replicated in the advertisers’ poses. The findings
presented thus far show that the cluster of an up-curved mouth shape, a direct gaze and a close shot are the most
frequently tendered resources by the men and women, therefore bearing the most mate-ability value in the corpus.
The advertisers appear to orient to what is expected in the context of courtship initiation in this particular genre,
and are able to produce socially specific visual practices that are comparable to the attraction phase in a
face-to-face courting ritual. Their poses are adopted for the purpose of attracting and engaging with others,
because as the advertisers deploy the realisation resources of the attraction phase in the images, what they are
also doing is instantiating specific attitudes (i.e. affiliative and dominant) and performing a friendly or suggestive
persona through which they affiliate with others on my.match.com.
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Note

Note 1. The age range of the advertisers is based on statistics of marriage trend in Malaysia for the year
2000. A national survey revealed that Malaysian male adults' age at marriage is 28.6 years, while for
females, it is 25.1 years. At marriage, there is an average of four to five years' difference in the age of the
husband and wife (Department of Statistics Malaysia 2001). Similar pattern are observed across ethnic lines,
with the mean age at first marriage for men highest for Chinese (30.6 years), followed by Indians (28.8
years) and Malays (27.8 years). This pattern of age at first marriage among the ethnic groups was similarly
observed for women whereby the highest was recorded for the Chinese (27.0 years), followed by the
Indians (25.4 years) and Malays (24.5 years). However, the purpose of this research does not delimit the
status of the advertiser to only those who have never been married, but also include divorcees, widows and
widowers and those who are separated. Given the above statistics, it would be reasonable to take the
average marrying age for both men and women and extend 5 years on each side to include the age
variation.
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